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Large infrastructure projects exhibit characteristics that might be able to be explained in terms of complex adaptive systems. Size, technical challenges, unclear or unshared goals and changes to context over time are the major sources of complexity. These sources of project complexity have important implications for management of large infrastructure projects. Drawing upon findings from the research literature in combination with the authors' personal industry experience and evidence from other practitioners, this paper uses ideas from complex systems thinking to inform the applied discipline of project management in order to explore the challenges offered by such projects. The paper advances the idea that such projects are more effectively managed systemically, as interrelated groups of projects or programs, with discreet management strategies chosen to address the specific sources of complexity. Synthesized in the form of a model, the aim is to stimulate discussion about strategies for managing complex infrastructure projects.

Introduction
The complexity inherent in large-scale infrastructure projects means that conventional project management approaches are often ineffective. The paper begins by introducing the idea that complex projects exhibit characteristics that can be readily understood through the terminology of complex adaptive systems. A brief discussion follows outlining how understanding the nature of project complexity can positively influence decisions about how the projects can be managed. Finally we present a model for thinking systemically about complex infrastructure projects.

Too many large infrastructure projects are failing (Williams, 1999, 2002; Flyvberg, 2003). Evidence is mounting that complex infrastructure projects exhibit qualitatively different characteristics to projects from traditional project-based disciplines, such as construction and engineering projects, on which much project management thinking has been formulated (Koskela & Howell, 2002; Costello et al, 2002). Processes for managing projects have been based on control theories (Yeo, 1993) and 'hard' systems thinking (Winter & Checkland, 2003). These methodologies assume that outcomes can be clearly defined, agreed and adhered to, that technological issues can be solved early in the life cycle of the project and that the project can be managed within a relatively stable context (Hobbs & Miller, 2002; Remington & Crawford, 2004). With large infrastructure projects conditions such as these are often the exceptions (Williams, 2002; Flyvberg, 2003).
Complex projects and complex adaptive systems

The literature on complex adaptive systems and systems thinking can help describe many of the characteristics of complex infrastructure projects which make their management problematic. Complex projects often exhibit a rapid change from one state to another. They can continue apparently according to plan for a very long period and then suddenly reach a point where change seems to be occurring in all parts of the project at once. This can be thought of as a phase change. Like complex adaptive systems complex projects exhibit different degrees of non-linearity (Beeson and Davis 2000). This can be caused by positive feedback loops occurring when the risks are triggered that mutually reinforce other risk outcomes. In complex projects we can also observe the propensity for self-organisation or adaptiveness that may be out of the direct control of those managing the project. During such projects, new and unexpected pairings and groupings of people might occur, unanticipated cultural territories and political coalitions can become apparent presenting challenges for management that are extremely difficult to predict. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions is also a feature shared by complex adaptive systems and complex projects. A small change in initial conditions can have a profound effect on system outputs (Mumby, 2005). Traditional risk management approaches, based on linear thinking, are not very effective as predictors of emergent characteristics, particularly as complexity increases during implementation.

We argue that people responsible for planning and implementing complex infrastructure projects should be able select from a multitude of methodologies or paradigms in order to manage the projects successfully. This can be referred to as 'systemic pluralism' – systemic in that we need to recognise that these projects have many characteristics in common with complex adaptive systems – pluralism in that we cannot restrict ourselves to one paradigm when thinking about appropriate management strategies (Munro & Mingers, 2002; Mingers & Brocklesby, 1997; Midgley, 1997). 'Hard' systems thinking, 'soft' systems thinking and thinking in terms of 'complex adaptive systems' are all appropriate depending upon the aspect of the project under consideration (Jackson & Keys, 1984; Flood & Romm, 1997; Flood & Jackson, 1991). For example, traditional project management methodologies provide very efficient ways of managing those parts of a complex project that can be clearly defined and for which firm contracts can be negotiated. However when characteristics of complexity are present the manager needs to be able to move freely between paradigms and build methodologies based on his/her interpretation of the situation (Midgley, 2000; Gregory, 1996).

Managing project complexity through a program

Project complexity is not a single, unvarying attribute. The nature of complexity can vary in different parts within the project. It is helpful therefore to think of any large project as a group of related smaller projects, commonly referred to as a program (Thiry, 2006). Turner and Cochrane (1993) classified projects into four types based on their degree of clarity or certainty about goals and methods. Following this, one of the first to explicitly recognise that projects exhibited different kinds of complexity was Williams (2002) who identified two kinds of complexity found in projects. He described projects with many interdependent elements as
having 'structural' complexity and projects having unclear goals and methods as being characterised by 'uncertainty'. Remington et al., (2006) have further developed Williams' categories, identifying four distinct categories of complexity encountered in projects. Any project might exhibit any one or all of these aspects of complexity. The larger the project the more likely it is to exhibit many aspects of complexity. We argue that it is helpful to be able to recognise the nature of the complexity being encountered when designing the management structure for these projects.

Infrastructure developments are typically too large to be managed as a single project or initiative. In order to manage systematically, which implies taking both an overview and detailed views of the individual initiatives, large projects are best conceptualised as integrated group of projects, or programs (Thiry, 2004). This enables the program to be designed so that each project within the program is small enough to be the responsibility of a single manager or management team. Within a program, the projects are typically interconnected. Their impacts on each other, in terms of risks and resource use, can be tracked at the program level and appropriate action can be taken to manage risks and distribute resources effectively. Most importantly, changes in the environment can be tracked, the impact on any project assessed and action taken to continue, change or eliminate that particular project from the program. This model for management requires a manager or management team responsible for managing the program. It also requires that the program management team be in direct contact with those responsible for organisational strategy. The model is summarised in Figure 1.

**Figure 1** Translation of the strategic vision through programs of projects that can be monitored and redefined as necessary in response to changes in strategic direction.

Decisions about how best to implement the projects within the program relate specifically to the nature of project complexity expected. For instance there might be some projects within the program that exhibit very little complexity. On a spectrum from control to chaos they exist at the control end. They have relatively few parts, objectives can be clearly defined and agreed, there are few technologi-
cal surprises and they will be unlikely to be affected by political or environmental change during implementation. These projects are most efficiently managed using traditional project management methods based on ‘hard systems’ thinking. Other projects within the same program may exhibit varying aspects of complexity. Understanding the nature of the complexity that characterises each project has important implications for a number of key decisions to be made about the projects, such as the project governance structure, role capabilities and the selection of key personnel, approaches to risk management, finance and procurement.

Governing complex programs and projects may offer challenges that are quite different from those found in functional organisations. The organisational structure for the program and each project within defines how information is exchanged formally and authority is allocated. Recent research (Helm and Remington, 2005) strongly indicates that the capabilities needed for role of the executive sponsor in complex projects may not be sufficiently understood. Evidence is also mounting about the importance of the role of the executive sponsor and the governing board which are now considered to be fundamental to project success in any large complex project (Crawford et al, 2006).

Appropriate selection of key personnel is critical for complex projects. Lack of appropriate resources and divided loyalties of project personnel are well recognised sources of project failure (Dinsmore, 1993). Project teams are often expected to work much longer hours than required by functional roles. Many personnel suffer from stress-related symptoms as a result (Birch and Paul, 2003). Finding appropriate personnel who have the ability to work with complex issues while under pressure is not easy. We often assume that a project manager’s role is generic. However a person who is able to cope with political uncertainty and ambiguity, may not also be able to be sufficiently hard-nosed to manage multiple contracts and ensure strict time deadlines, or motivate designers and technical experts to deliver within a timeframe. Being able to identify the source and nature of the complexity may assist the program director to fit the nature of the complexity with people’s capabilities.

**A model for thinking about complex infrastructure projects**

In the model below (Figure 2) we offer an approach to managing complex infrastructure projects that demands a systemic perspective and accommodates a pluralistic approach to methodologies selected for implementation. It must be stressed that although certain initial decisions, made when developing the first iteration of the program structure, may look like a top-down approach to planning, the model will not work unless it is iterative (Thiry 2006). In response to information coming from the project teams, regular re-evaluation and revision during the entire life cycle of the initiative should cause the program to expand and contract organically during the life cycle of the initiative.

The model suggests that the senior management team first identifies the nature of project complexity expected and devise a program of separate projects that reflects the various aspects of that complexity. This will have implications for the structure and capabilities of the governing board and for selection of key people to direct the program and manage each project within the program. Once the projects within the program have been defined, approaches to managing risk, finance and
procurement can be determined for each project. Key to decision-making also is knowledge of the cultures and constraints inherent in the organisations involved together with a detailed understanding of the roles and capabilities of the key people associated with the project.

Conclusion

Many projects exhibit characteristics that can be explained in terms of complex adaptive systems. This is a result of their size, technical challenges, unclear or unshared goals and unpredictable changes to the political and social context over time. These aspects of project complexity have implications for management. The model presented in this paper is intended to stimulate thinking about management strategies for complex infrastructure projects. We argue for the development of management strategies that specifically target the nature of the complexity, which may vary substantially, in different parts of a large infrastructure project. We therefore argue that any large infrastructure project be organised within an integrated framework of a program to allow for management approaches informed systems thinking. By adopting a pluralistic perspective management strategies may targetted specifically for each project within the program permitting more effective monitoring and strategic responses to contextual changes.

Figure 2 A systemic model for thinking about complex infrastructure projects
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